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Steam Continuous Hinge
Framed Single Swing Shower Enclosure

QCI-5111



MAINTENANCE: Two primary materials are used to manufacture your new Shower Enclosure:
tempered glass and anodized aluminum. To assure a long lasting finish on the enclosure, wipe it down 
with a towel after each use. Never use a scouring agent to clean the aluminum.

For occasional, more concentrated cleaning efforts, we find that Maintain AquaGlideXP Spray Cleaner
helps minimize water stains and oxidation. Maintain is not only extremely effective at enhancing the 
long term performance of glass coated with AquaGlideXP, it can aid in cleaning untreated glass as well. 
Ask your distributor about Maintain Spray.

Many over the counter cleaners, if applied to aluminum and left on, will harm the metal finish and cause
permanent damage, even though their directions indicate safe use on shower doors. Be sure that any over
spray falling on the aluminum frame is rinsed thoroughly and dried.

INSTALLATION NOTES: Unpack your unit carefully and inspect for freight damage. Lay out and 
identify all parts using the instruction sheets as a reference. Before discarding the carton, check to see that 
no small hardware  parts have fallen to the bottom of the box. If any parts are damaged or missing, refer
to the descriptions noted in the instructions when contacting your dealer for replacements.

Handle the glass panels carefully and protect the edges. Safety tempered glass is very resistant to 
breakage, but the sharp corners of the panels can damage tile and floor surfaces.

Please wear safety glasses whenever drilling or cutting. When drilling holes in the ceramic tile or marble,
use a center punch and hammer to carefully break the surface glaze so the drill can start without skidding.

To install your New Shower Door you will need the following: tape measure, level, #2 Phillips
screwdriver, 3/16” wrench, drill, 1/8” and 3/16” drill bits, hacksaw, pencil, and caulking (clear silicone 
recommended). Optional tools include a miter box for cutting parts to length, files, center punch, and
masking tape.
NOTE: Tempered glass cannot be cut.

INDENTIFICATION GROOVE

NOTE : Each magnetic strip has an indentification groove on the exposed
        surface.  For proper alignment, the grooves should be opposite
        each other (see detail). 

Identification Groove 
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For drilling tile a 3/16” masonary bit is recommened.





MEASURE 
SHOWER 
    SILL

CURB
3/8”

1/4”

3/16” DIA

ROIRETNI

Measure the opening at the bottom of the 
shower stall and cut the curb [A] (with weep slots) to fit 
the full width of the opening. If required, use a file to 
round the lower corners of the curb to fit the shower sill 
properly. 
 
Using a 3/16” drill bit, drill the interior face of the curb  
on both ends as shown.  
 
Position the curb in the middle of the sill with weep 
slots to the interior and mark its position with a pencil 
line along the interior and exterior base. 

 1 

Place the two wall jambs [B] into the ends of 
the curb [A]. Masking tape may be used to hold the 
curb in place during this operation. Plumb the jambs 
and mark the hole locations on the wall. Remove all 
parts and drill the walls for mounting hardware. 
 
For tile or marble walls, drill six 3/16” diameter holes 
and insert the plastic wall anchors [C]. A center punch 
helps locate the holes accurately. 
 
Attachments to fiberglass or acrylic units can be made 
in two ways. If reinforcement is built into the wall of 
the unit, drill three 1/8” holes to install mounting 
screws directly into the reinforcement. If walls are not 
reinforced, drill 3/16” holes and install plastic wall 
anchors or toggle bolts (toggle bolts not supplied by 
BASCO). 

 2 

WALL 
JAMB

CURB

WEEP SLOT

Wipe the shower walls and sill, curb [A] and 
wall jambs [B] with a clean, dry cloth to remove any 
dust or debris. Apply a 1/4” bead of caulk along the 
inside of both of the pencil lines marked in Step #2. 
Carefully replace the curb in the exact position marked. 
Caulk the inside of the curb where it meets the wall. 
 
Replace both wall jambs and attach to the walls with 
six #8 x 1 1/2” truss head screws [D]. 
 

 3 #8 x 1/2”
SCREW

WALL
JAMB CURB

CAULK

WEEP SLOT
TO INTERIOR
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Using the holes in the end of the curb as a guide,
drill two 1/8” holes into the wall jambs. Secure
the curb to the wall jambs with two #8x32x1/4”
truss head screws (M).







  Carefully caulk the interior jamb-to-wall and 
curb-to-base joints. For appearance, you may wish to 
caulk the exterior joints as well. We recommend you 
wait twenty-four hours before the first shower to allow 
the caulking to cure properly. 

 10 

KLUAC

 Note: Do not caulk over weep holes 
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